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Opinion

CampUS • LAGA undergoes restructuring program
Weisbrod disses Valentine's Day
and breaks our hearts.

State • Ohio Senate president speaks about ethics

Sports • Men's basketball beats Central Michigan
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The News'
Briefs
NHL Scores
Buffalo
Boston

2
1

Pittsburgh
New Jersey

1
1

Montreal
Dallas

4
2

NBA Scores
Milwaukee
Toronto

93
88

San Antonio 99
Boston
89
New York
87
Washington 82
Philadelphia 102
Indiana
101
Miami
Atlanta

101
89

Detroit
Orlando

97
83

Portland
Minnesota

103
93

Utah
Vancouver

102
79

WSA to sponsor
Valentine's Day
event
The World Student Association will host a campuswide Valentine's Day party
on Feb. 17 at 7:30 p.m. in
1104 Offenhauer West. The
organization will have karaoke, world music and
games.

Petitions available
for USC campaigns
Any student who wants to
run for Undergraduate Student Government president, vice president or atlarge senator can pick up a
petition in 40S Student Services.
At-large senatorial candidates need SO signatures of
currently registered students to participate in the
election, while presidential
and vice presidential candidates need 100 signatures.
Any student can register
as long as s/he is in good
standing.

r~

Quote of
the day

"If students have
the chance to
express their feelings, they will be
OK."
-Roman Carek,
Counseling Center
Director

Bowling Green, Ohio

Volume 82, Issue77

Annual University essay
contest topic announced
tween affirmative action and the
i trend - of community building on
col lege campuses.
Undergraduates eager to exThe contest has been an annual
press their views on affirmative event at the University for six
action and community building years. Each year the topic is decan participate in a University rived by committee, according to
essay contest.
Mary Wrighten, Jerome LibrarUniversity Libraries and y's assistant professor of MultiLearning Resources, the Multi- cultural Services.
cultural Affairs Committee and
"The library has an issues and
The Friends, a support group of diversity series," she said.
the library, are joining together "Generally we use an Issues and
to sponsor the essay contest. The diversity theme."
focus will be the relationship beUniversity president Sidney
Kristin Stadum
The BC News

Stranded Pup

Ribeau played a part In the decision to focus on affirmative action and community building, according to Wrighten.
"I think the Issues wc saw with
affirmative action was the result
of the president's interest in
community building," she said.
"We thought we could get students Involved with writing."
Another incentive for students
might be the prizes. A $300 prize
will be awarded for first place.
See ESSAY, page three.

Students collaborate on Web
Dawn Keller
The BC News
Photojournalism students at
the University participated in a
global storytelling project
Wednesday night.
Hundreds of photojoumalists
and photojournalism students
came together to document how
on-line culture affects people
during "24 Hours in Cyberspace," according to Sam Winch,
University photojournalism
professor.

"We're just trying to put a human face on the internet," Winch
said.
The project is headed by Rick
Smolan, the photojournaust who
organized the "Day In the Life"
series of books and "Passage to
Vietnam."
Smolan released a statement
saying the results will be instantly visible around the world,
through one of the largest on-line
events ever produced
One University stuumt ,—t a
story and picture of the Electric

Falcon on the web.
Sophomore photojournalism
major Glna Fleming said the
project helped her with her class.
"I had to adjust what pictures I
was taking," Fleming said. "And
I had a chance to work with the
web a little, because I really don't
know that much about it."
Fleming added that she thinks
the cyberspace project will help
photojoumalists.
"The future of journalism la

George LasiefThe Associated Presi
Hercules Is one of nine German Sbepards stranded at the Gary
Anders Kennels in Helena, Mont., by rising flood waters In the
Helena Valley Wednesday. The dogs were rescued by members
of the sheriff's office, the county animal control officer and by
Anders himself.

See CYBER, page three.

Registration office Former black panther David
undergoes change Hilliard speaks on campus
Jack Buehrer

The BC News
The University Office of Registration and Records has recently undergone a series of
changes designed to reorganize
and improve Job distribution
within the office.
The reorganization resulted in
the changing of two jobs, and the
creation of a new position. Former director of Student Services,
Laura Waggoner, is now the Registration and Scheduling director. Gene Palmer, former
systems specialist, will be serving as director of Student Information Services.
Waggoner said the changes
will make her job easier.

"This will allow me to focus
more on my own job," she said.
"We've all been helping out and
doing other things this year. Now
we can concentrate on what we're supposed to do."
Palmer agreed with Waggoner.
"It's definitely going to make
things a lot easier in the office,"
he said. "Tho director level people have been working awfully
hard, and we're picking up the
slack for them now. Now they
can focus on doing a better job
for the students and for the University."
According to Records director
Marge Hufford there is still another opening in the office.
See REGIS, page three.

Counseling available
for Rodgers residents
and moved around," he said.
"Right now students have put a
distance between themselves and
Students affected by the fire In the fire and most have gotten
Rodgers Hall are adapting nor- over the shock and the stress."
mally, according to the director
of the Counseling Center.
"If students have the chance
and take the chance to express
their feelings, they will be OK,"
said Roman Carek, Counseling
Center director. "The sooner you
talk about it, the better you are."
Roman Carek
These types of things happen
In life, and you just have to adapt
Counseling Center director
and roll with it, according to
Carek.
Carek added that students
For students who are still trouwere a little shaken-up at first, bled by the fire, they can consult
but that Is a normal reaction to an their resident advisers or the
Counseling Center, Carek said
abnormal situation.
"The hardest part right now, She said they need to let it be
that students are upset with, is known that It is affecting them.
moving and adapting," Carek
said.
Counselors were in Kohl Feb. 2,
and spent time with students who
"For a situation of this magni- were willing to talk. Feb. 3, countude, most students have come to seling was available on the third
grips with It and have adjusted floor of Rodgers, Carek said.
Jennifer Schab
The BC News

"The sooner you talk
about it, the better
you are."

Kristin Stadum
The BC News
The man wearing jeans and a
blue flannel shirt walked up to
the podium and took off his ball
cap. He stood there for a
minute as the crowd settled
down. Though he fit right Into
the crowd. Former Black Panther David Hilliard was the
reason most of the people were
in attendance.
Hilliard spoke before an audience of mixed races and ages
Wednesday night in the Union
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. He
told of the Black Panthers'
agenda, and he challenged the
youth of today to take a stand
to stop oppression.
This year marks the 30th anniversary of the foundation of
the Black Panther Party. The
organization was based upon a
10-polnt platform promoting
freedom from oppression for
blacks, full employment and
education.
He said another key point,
three decades before the Clintons' push for free health care,
was the demand for completely
free health care for all black
people. The organization succeeded In providing free clinics In some cities.
"So, when Newt Gingrich
and the Republicans tell you
about taking away your health
care, when they talk about the
inability to render services, do
what we did," Hilliard said
"Create your own health care.
We went to the medical students, we went to the RN.'s
and asked them to donate their
services."
The Black Panther Party also
started a breakfast program
for children, provided free
ambulance service and tested
over one million people for
sickle cell anemia, Hilliard
said.
One of the strongest powers

New.
Former Black Panther David Hilliard signs an autograph after his
speech at the University.
of attraction that the party held
was the youth of the organization, according to Hilliard
"We were the youth of the
movement," Hilliard said.
"You guys can make a difference like we did 'cause we did
make a difference. We were
just sick and tired of the oppression."
Hilliard challenged the youth
of today to take action against
that oppression which still
exists.
"You have to create your
own agenda," he said "Your
challenge is to do something, to
be activists.
"Start some stuff. Take it to
the streets. That's what we
did." Some members of the audience said they took the first
step toward accepting the chal-

lenge by listening to the
speaker.
"I think a lot more of the
campus, black and white,
should come out to things like
this," said Larra Berry, sophomore social studies major.
"It's history in the iwHng i
mean, people who we read
about and hear about are here.
I think the people who need to
hear about it are really missing
out on a lot"
Sophomore Mikaa Bayleas
said she agreed with Berry.
"Being in Bowling Green
University, if you're not going
to go out and get this type of
education, you're not going to
get it anywhere," said Mikaa
Bayless, secondary education
major.

Colored Ink
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St. Valentine wouldn't be proud
Pageants reinforce stereotypes
On Friday, February 9, at 7:30
p.m. in the Ballroom, there will
be a pageant on the Bowling
Green State University campus.
This event is sponsored by our
very own University Activites
Organization, the Residential
Student Association, and the Undergraduate Student Government, and the Inter-Fraternal
Counsel. As tuition money from
you and me funds the UAO, the
RSA, USG and the IFC, we are
sponsoring this pageant!
. Men need not apply. I honestly
don't know how they get away
with this sexism at a public university.
i The application form also
makes one swear that she does
not have any children and that
she has not had an abortion.
. Why are any people opposed to
pageants which are based, in
.part, on how one looks? Why are
we working against this one? Are
pageants evil? Aren't pageants
good, since women, and only
.women, get to win money and
.fame? They are really quite
harmless, they ask women - voluntarily - to walk a bit, talk a bit,
wear the "right" clothes and perform some talent. Where's the
harm?
' Gosh, where to begin? I could
-get mad about the imposition of
one view of beauty which is
pushed on all women, and the
-.ways in which any other expression of beauty is rated as inferior
as it is not rewarded with money
pr fame. I could be mad about an

event which teaches women to
compete (pit themselves) against
each other, and that only one
woman will be picked as the
prettiest and best. All others are
inferior, so it's hard to maintain
friendships and alliances. I could
be mad about an event that trains
people to act like circus animals:
wear a dress, jump through a
hoop, and win a scholarship!
Are pageants harmful? Maybe
only because they keep the Idea
alive and thriving in male and
female minds that women only
get their value based on how big
their bust is, how well they put
their make-up on, and whether
they can walk well in heels. Pageants did not create this perception. Unfortunately, they feed off
of this belief, and they reinforce
it to people.
Vilvi Vonnak
Student

CORRECTION
A question in last week's BGaSkU column asked how students
know if classes are canceled due
to bad weather. According to
University policy, the correct response is as follows: If the
weather is severe, students
should listen to local radio and
television stations for official
confirmation that the University
is closed. If the University is
closed, then classes are canceled.

You cannot sedate
All the things you hate
-Marilyn Manson
Whenever one has the guts to
speak out against something as
publicly adored as Valentine's
Day, criticism is bound to arise
concerning the person in question's "heartlessness" and such.
Just for the record, I am not a
heartless bastard, and I am capable of feeling emotions such as
love.
In fact, it's because of my love
for you people out there that I
write this column every week.
Yeah... Anyway...
Before I start going off about
how crappy Valentine's Day is,
however, I decided that it would
only be fitting to give all you fine
people out there a brief history of
the "holiday" we now lovingly
call Valentine's Day.
Upon doing some research on
the topic (which included speaking with a very courteous and Intel legent woman named Sally at
Fact Line), I found that one word
alone could very easily sum up
V-Day's distorted origins:
Death.
Valentine's Day is a day which
was originally supposed to recognize the Christian martyrs of
past and present.
But why Febuary 14, you ask
yourself?
Staying true to the Christian
traditions of the time, those crafty God-loving stone-throwers
picked it to take away from the

fact that Febuary 14 was (up until
that point) a Pagan holiday.
Nice, huh?
But as we all know, time erodes
historical fact, and Febuary 14 is
now symbolic of hearts, love and
Inflated hotel room prices.
Upon learning that I was going
to be writing a column about
V-Day, a co-worker of mine suggested the possibility that the
reason I despise Valentine's Day
is because I'm a "Bitter Bachelor."
I found this comment kind of
amusing since she was just as
single as I, but I overlooked that
fact.
The sad truth of the matter is
that Valentine's Day Is nothing
more than a corporately-lnduced
excuse to sell heart-related mer-
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Hence we have psychotic
maniacs killing doctors who perform abortions and blowing-up
abortion clinics.
Hence we have a nation torn.
Thanks Hallmark.
But believe it or not, the point
of this column isn't and wasn't to
bash love.
Love is a very beautiful bond
that evolves out of the deep
friendship shared between two
(or more) people, and if you're
one of those people who has the
privlledge of experiencing such a
bond with someone else, cherish
It, for neither you nor the ones
you love will be around forever.
Aaron Weisbrod is the Thursday columnist guy who likes
bluntness.
Write him at aaronwQbgnct.
bgsu.edu or 210 West Hall.
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TOofo&TiON^, VVHiCH
INQUIRES CANPipAlES
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"A Commitment to Excellence"

Jay Young
News editor

Upon learning that I
was going to be
writing a column
about V-Day, a
co-worker of mine
suggested the
possibility that the
reason I despise
Valentine's Day is
because I'm a "Bitter
Bachelor."

UEYAS IN VIOLATION CF

The BG News
Dawn Keller
Managing editor

chandise to a mindlesslypurchasing collective majority of
love-struck sheep.
Don't get me wrong, however.
If you want to buy your boyfriend or girlfriend a heartshaped underwear rack, great.
Do it. It'll help the local economy.
Like I said earlier, I have nothing against love or the celebration of it, but does a naked blonde-haired boy with wings really
sybolize love?
I don't know about you, but the
first time I saw a picture of Cupid I thought he was the mascot
forN.AM.B.LA.
And not only does Valentine's
Day support such wretched organizations as N.A.M.B.L.A.
through the use of pornographic
mascots, but what kind of message do you think Valentine's
Day sends to our nation's youth?
Due to such wonderful shows
as "Beverly Hills 90210" and
"Melrose Place" (along with various other sources way too numerous to name), many people
now use the words "love" and
"sex" interchangibly.
Hence to some people Febuary
14 is a holiday celebrating 'the
joys of sex.
Hence we have the spread of
STDs.
Hence many young people
suddenly find themselves with
unexpected and unwanted pregnancies.
Hence we have to deal with
such controversial Issues as
adoption and abortion.

America should shop the vote!
Our numbers have grown so
large, the Issues so controversial,
the rhetoric so thick that U.S. politics are a quagmire of tangled
webs we the people did not
weave. It is time-consuming at
the least to find any truth
As we all know, in the last election and in many before, SO percent of eligible voters said
"screw It."
Who are the good guys and the
bad guys? How can Americans be
happily patriotic about the democratic process? Do our choices
really matter?
In a day and age when businessmen can buy the presidency,'
the marriage of Americans to
consumerism becomes painfully
apparent. Perhaps we can learn
to steer this unruly snowball
we've started. Just perhaps, as
the ultimate decision-makers, we
can learn about our real, yet untapped power, and reject a measly •'place," "purpose" or "functton'rln the Neo-Classical model
of economics.
As you munched your morning
helping of Kellogg's Cornflakes,
did you realize by contributing to
Kellogg Company you were supporting a business that has recycled since 1906? And as you sipped your Rockadile-Red KoolAld, did you know you were contributing to a multi-million dollar
company which gives less than .8
percent of their pre-tax earnings

to charities? If you value our civil rights as Americans, don't
change to Snapple, they have no
women among board members or
in top administrative positions.
In the book entitled "Shopping
for a Better World," from which I
extracted information for this
column, there are literally hundreds of businesses, small and
large, whose commitment or lack
thereof to Improving the world
community is put under the
magnifying glass. They were all
rated on a typical grading scale
based on several categories including corporate environmental
performance, charitable giving,
community outreach, women's
advancement, advancement of
minorities, family benefits,
workplace Issues and disclosure
of Information.
In "Shopping for a Better
World," the power we all have,
that is our buying power, is quite
conveniently shoved in our faces.
We are provided with the means
to weed out the good from the
bad in a well-organized and easy
to understand manner.
We are now able to peel away

the glossy advertising, catchy
jingles and smiling beauties with
perfect skin and get to the oftenugly heart of what our buying
power has created. Advertising
and manipulation could almost be
synonyms.
Twelve thousand schools now
run Channel One, a two-minute
daily dosage of advertisements
wrapped snuggly in an eightminute blanket of news. Get 'em
while their young and trapped in
front of the monitors provided
free of charge by Whittle Communications. A very captive,
very impressionable audience
ready and willing to join the
marketplace brigade.
The truth Is, and something
companies aren't beating at our
doors to tell us, that our power as
consumers in this intensely capitalistic society may have more
clout than casting a ballot.
A vote is as much an extension
of ourselves and our beliefs as
passing the buck for a pair of
socks at The Gap. These huge
corporations Impose the beliefs
of their owners and administrators upon our communities. A
kind of trickle-down social conscience. They do this by discriminating, or polluting our
drinking water or lending a hand
In community outreach programs.
Dole Food Company, Inc. Is the
defendant in over 12,000 allega-

tions of worker sterilization.
Kroger scored a "C" In the advancement of minorities category. Apple Computer, Ben & Jerry's, Levl Strauss & Co., HBO and
Warner Bros, all provide benefits
for same-sex partners. Next time
you're in Washington D.C., take a
ride in a taxi owned by Clean Air
Cab Co., whose fleet runs on
alternative fuels.
All companies injest our hardearned dollar and provide services and money that can benefit
or hurt ourselves and our communities. It is your choice, and
only your choice, to buy into their
moral code or not.
Unlike a high-priced lawyer-slash-congressperson, these huge
corporations and small businesses are nothing without our
participation in their system.
Their livelihood depends upon
our decision to buy their product
or not. We are given the opportunity to award those companies
who realize their power to instigate positive social change and
are warned of those who contribute to the degeneration of our
community. If you cast a vote for
their product, you control their
Impact upon our lives.
We are what you buy.
Andrea Wood is a Thursday
columnist for The BG News.
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University holds tours for
future students on Feb. 19
Genell Pavellch
The BC News
Many prospective students
may be touring campus Feb. 19,
during a special President's Day
program taking place at the University.
Michael Walsh, Admissions director, said President's Day
normally has many visitors, so
they wanted to organize an event
that would give prospective students a better idea of all the University has to offer.
The program, which is free to
all high school Juniors and
seniors, will be going on while
classes are in session, allowing
those participating in the program to see the campus full of
students.
There are three times tours are
starting, 10.15 a.m., 11:15 am.
and 12:15 p.m. Before the student-led tours, there will be a forty-five minute presentation
about the University.
During the afternoon, an open
house will take place In 101 Olscamp Hall where students can

find out more about different
programs at the University. The
open house will take place from
12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Different groups that will have
booths at the open house include
the various academic colleges,
campus safety, housing, student
life and the library. Staff from
the various offices will be available to answer any questions potential students may have.
Also from 12:30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m., the different residence
halls will be open for students to
tour, and staff will be available to
talk with the participants and
their families.
Cecilia Born, Admissions assistant director, said this program
is supplement to the usual tours
offered on President's Day.
"We are enhancing what we
usually do because this is the
first time we have something of
this magnitude involving student
services and academic areas of
the campus," she said. "Prospective students can learn a lot about
the University in one day."
Born said the response for the

The Building Community Task Force's

Customer Service
Open Communication Within and Across Area*

12:15-1:30 p.m.

Increasing Access to Information on Campus
Ideas lor Building and Enhancing Trust

10:15-11:45 a.m.
8:30- 10 a.m.'

Heavy Workloads

8:30- 10a,m,

Participatory Leadership
Cross-Disciplinary Teaching

10:15- 11:45 a.m.

1:45-3:15 p.m.

3:30 - 5 p.m.

Building and Supporting Diversity on Campus

12:15-1:30 p.m.
10:15-11:45 a.m.

What's in a Name? Titles at BGSU
Alcohol Abuse Among Students

1:45-3:15 p.m.
12:15- 1:30 a.m.

Community Building Spaces on Campus

3:30 - 5 p.m.

Community Aesthetics

3:30 - 5 p.m.

Evaluating Faculty and Staff Benefits

12:15-1:30 p.m.

Parking: Toward Creative and Viable Solutions

1:45-3:15 p.m.

Creating a Safe Community

3:30 - 5 p.m.

An Exploration of Our Core Values

8:30- 10 a.m.

Managing Institutional Change

12:15-1:30 p.m.

Becoming a "Boundaryless" Institution

10:15-11:45 a.m.

HIID

intertwined with the internet,
there's so much Information you
can get," she said.
Anyone who wants to reach the
global web site can do so at
http://www.cyber24.com. The
local
web site Is
httpyAvww.bgsu.edu/departmen

Cecilia Born
Admissions assistant director
program has been "overwhelming" so far with many families
making reservations.
Walsh said they would like to
have between 750 and 800 families attending the President's
Day program.
"This is an opportunity to show
off the campus," Walsh said.
Students wanting to attend the
program must make a reservation through the office of Admissions by Friday, Feb. 9. The days
of the tours, students should
check in at the University Field
House an hour before their first
scheduled activity.
To make a reservation or get
additional Information, contact
University admissions at
372-2086.

Tke

AMKI««4

Praii

Amanlta Pballaldes, also known as Death Cap mushrooms, shown
above, are responsible for the poisonings of four people In San
Francisco Wednesday. The family apparently picked the mushrooms, cut them up and used them In spaghetti sauce.

ESSAY
Additionally, a second place $200
and a third place $100 prize will
be given. Each award will be
available as either cash or University Bookstore gift certificates.
Participants are asked to write
a three to four-page essay (typed
and double-spaced) describing
the relationship between affirmative action and community
building. Essays should explore
the differences and similarities
between the two concepts. Entries should also include a cover
letter listing the student's name,
address and phone number. This
information should not be written on the essay itself.
"This year the big difference is
that we have a timed contest.
This year the contest will run
from Jan. 29 and March 1,"
Wrighten said. "We are hoping

Continued from page one.

"A search is underway for a director of graduation and degree
audit," she said. "They would be
responsible mostly for planning
graduation and commencement
activities as well as the planning,
development and daily operation
of the degree audit system."
Hufford added that Registrar
Becky McComber was instrumental in implementing some of
these changes.
"[McComber] had some ideas
as to how things should be," she
said. "In the meantime, we had
some vacancies in the office and
everyone had to chip in and do
different jobs until we got permission to do this."
McComber said that the
changes were made with the best
interest of the University in
mind.
'Traditionally, we have had
five managers reporting to the
Add Bteadsticks For 0nlyt2.00 |
Registrar," she said. "Recently,
we've only had two. We made
Good At All
these changes to reorganize and I Coupon
Participating
to use the people we do have
Expires
most effectively."
12/29/96
Locations

r.LG. 1
,[

1:45-3:15 p.m.

Continued from page one.

Kristin Stadum
The BG News

REGIS

181 Olscamp Hall
Discussion groups started Monday and will meet throughout the week. Below is Friday's schedule.

CYBER

"Prospective
students can learn a
lot about the
University in one
day."

Continued from page one.

Focus on February

Faculty Development

Format
of LAGA
changes

Deadly Dinner

ITEM $ 6. sJ

that we can get more students involved."
Entries can be sent to Wrighten
at Information Services, Jerome
Library. Prizes will be awarded
March 22 and a reception for
contest participants will be during National Library Week, April
14-20.
More information about the
contest can be obtained from
Wrighten at 372-7897.

Spend Valentine's 'Day
'With
'Best 'Western falcon 'Plaza

I FREE DELIVERY

^ 352-5166 )

352-4671

to*'

\m m \i\oit

Open Wednesday
(Valentines Day) lor lunch
11am-1pm

■

Choose from choice apartments within walkinj
disi.nice H> campus Summer IW6 and school year
1996-1997.

Mary Wrighten
assistant professor of Multicultural
Services

Packages available include room
for 2, in-room Valentine's Day
amentities and dinner
certificates to local restaurants.
Advanced reservations
required. Call for details.

Since 1964

-NOW RENTING'

"The library has an
issues and diversity
series. Generally we
use an issues and
diversity theme."

The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
has taken great strides to re>structure its format for meetings, according to LAGA vice
president Christopher Finn. He
said that one of the group's primary goals is to encourage student Involvement and to Increase
attendance at meetings.
"We've changed the way we're
doing things now," Finn said.
Meetings currently take place
every Thursday at 8:30 p.m. sit
the Off-Campus Student Center,
in the basement of Moseley Hall.
New officers have been elected,
and a more formal schedule has
been set as a guide for the meetings.
"It's a positive change that
LAGA's needed for a while,"
LAGA treasurer Christy Johnson
said.
The first Thursday of the
month will be an issues night.
Current events concerning the
gay community as a whole will be
put forth.
A programming night dominates the second Thursday of this
month. Tonight's meeting will Include a safer sex workshop, and
upcoming events will target suicide prevention as well as other
current topics.
Finn said more social events
will govern the last two meetings
of the month.
"The third Thursday Is potluck," Finn said. "Bring a~dTsh~
and talk." The fourth meeting of
the month will be a movie and
game night. "To Wong Foo ..."?
will be featured in the near future.
All of the events are targeted
toward increasing attendance at
the meeting as well as educating
and having fun.
"We want people to know we're
still there and we're still active,"
Finn said.
Other upcoming events include
a Valentine's dance at Uptown.

Best Western
Falcon Plaza

GJWSMOKWG
AKlCh
iftlHLBUu.

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heal
and water included, air conditioning

Is/journal is m/cyber2'V

641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380

1450 East Wooster Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
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Senator will speak to
students about ethics
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Senate President Stanley Aronoff, sentenced
to talk to students about government ethics, said he has already
received invitations from
schools.
Aronoff, R-Cincinnati, pleaded
guilty Friday in Franklin County
Common Pleas Court to falling to
report $4,500 in speaking fees.
He was sentenced to perform SO
hours of community service by
speaking to grade school and college students on proper governmental ethics.

Murder
trial
continues

Shaven Support

community service order.
Bessey ordered Aronoff to
speak to fifth- and sixth-grade
pupils and college students in his
district, which covers western
Cincinnati and western Hamilton
County. But an Invitation from
the University of Cincinnati and
Inquiries from high schools outside the district have led Aronoff
to ask Bessey if those invitations
also could be accepted.

Aronoff, who said he has regularly addressed students for
years, hopes to explain to students that "perception in politics
is more important than anything
"I've had several very heart- else."
warming invitations," Aronoff
He has expressed distold The Cincinnati Post for a appointment in himself for acstory published Wednesday. "I'm cepting "pancaked" speaking
taking this as an opportunity - fees and not realizing they looked
one I will enjoy. I will work dili- unsavory to the public
gently to be a good teacher."
Bessey ordered Aronoff to
With the assistance of senior
aide Sue Moore, a former teach- speak to students in hopes he
er, Aronoff Is preparing a lesson could "minimize the damage"—
plan and seeking a video on legis- the loss of public confidence in |
lative ethics to show students as government.
part of his presentations.
Aronoff said he will release a
Before he begins scheduling schedule of his speaking appearappearances, Aronoff has asked ances — and welcome the news
Judge John Bessey to clarify the media to cover them.

The Associated Press
DAYTON - Prosecutors concluded their case against Therressa Jolynn Ritchie on Wednesday
following testimony from several
detectives who said she confessed to killing her 4-year-old
daughter.
Ritchie, 24, of Dayton, is on
trial in Montgomery County
Common Pleas Court for murder
In the death of Samantha Ritchie.
Ritchie won the sympathy of
the community when she reported Samantha missing July 18.
The girl's battered body was discovered five days later in a
water-filled pit at an abandoned
foundry a block from her home.
Retired police Detective Wade
Lawson testified that he was the
one who told Ritchie her daughter's body had been found.

and make every effort to bring
Laith back.
On Tuesday, Mughrabi told the
judge that while he was in Jordan, he hired a lawyer and filed a
petition In court to try to get custody, Mughrabi's lawyer, Mike
Gmoser, said Wednesday.
The petition was denied, and
the court informed Mughrabi
that the grandmother had been
granted custody in 1990, Gmoser
said.

"There was not a tear In her
eyes at that time or on her face,"
said Lawson. "Also, it struck me
odd that she did not ask me how
she was killed, where she was
found. She did not ask me one
question about what had happened to her daughter."
Lawson, who took part In the
Investigation, retired last
December.
Two weeks after Samantha's
body was found, Ritchie was confronted at police headquarters.
Five detectives testified that
they heard Ritchie confess.
Detective Sgt. Doyle Burke
said he told Ritchie police knew
she had killed her daughter.
"The defendant stated, 'I didnt
mean to do it. I hit her too many
times,'" Burke said.
He said Ritchie then appeared
to lose control of herself, banging
her head on the wall and the table
In the interview room and trying
to bite her arm.
In earlier testimony, businessman Gerald Craycraft said
he saw Ritchie walking along a
street near the abandoned
foundry about 5:45 a.m. on July
18, hours before she reported
Samantha missing.
According to Burke, Ritchie
had originally told police she had
gone to bed in the early hours of
July 18 and discovered Samantha
missing when she awoke about
9:30 a.m.
Ernest Vernell Brooks, a
neighbor of Ritchie's, has testified that Ritchie attacked her
daughter in the basement of the
Ritchie home. Brooks, 43, said he
and Ritchie had been having sex
when Samantha wandered in.

See CUSTODY, page five.

See DAUGHTER, page five
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Classmates who bad shaved their heads in support rub Mat Ross's head in January 1993 at Tamarack
Elementary School In Greensboro Ky. Matt's bead was shaved before be underwent chemotherapy for
leukemia. Matt died Monday, Feb. 5.

State auditor visits Senate changes agricultural policy
Toledo Republican
Robert Greens

The BG News

The Associated Press

TOLEDO - A state audit began
Wednesday into the books of the
Lucas County Republican Party
during Stephen Yarbrough's
nine-month reign.
-The state auditor will be looking particularly at the Public
Funds Account, supported by
taxpayer money donated through
die Income tax checkoff program. There are strict limits on
What the money in the account
can be spent on.
■ Yarbrough, now a state senator, admits to joining $2,000 of
his private money with the account in what he calls an effort to
get money from the party. He
said it Is a case of sloppy book-

B (i SI

keeping.
State law prohibits putting private money in the Public Funds
Account.
"I made a mistake there." Yarbrough said. "I've admitted it. I
can't tell you exactly why I made
the mistake, but I slipped some
how."
The audit is expected to take a
few weeks, said Gary Stelluti,
spokesman for state Auditor Jim
Petro.
The penalty for violating the
law is a fine not to exceed double
the amount of the violation.
Yarbrough resigned from the
county GOP post in December,
rwo months after he was appolnt-

WASHINGTON - The Senate
voted Wednesday to break the
decades-old link between farm
prices and government subsidies, giving farmers instead a series of fixed but declining payments. The action could lead to
the eventual end of farm payments.
The 64-32 vote came despite a
last-ditch fight mostly by Midwestern Democrats who wanted
to save at least some connection
between prices and payments.
Twenty Democrats joined the
majority. Opponents charged

Tlatero
&I
An evening of poetry by
Juan Ram6n Jimenez
and music by
Mario Castelnuovq-Tedesco
February 9-10 at 8:00 pm
Eva Marie Saint Theatre, University Hall
Tickets $6.00 adults; $4.00 students/seniors
Call the Box Office at 372-2719 for tickets
Monday-Friday 10-2 & 4-7

called the overhaul a "tragic mistake."
"This bill comes at a time when
agriculture Is in transition," said
Sen. Dick Lugar, R-Ind., chairman of the Senate Agriculture
Committee. "It Is becoming
much better and much stronger."
"Farmers will finally plant for
the market and not the government," said Senate Majority
Leader Bob Dole, R Kan. "Our
patience and perseverance have
resulted in the most significant
changes in agricultural policy
since Iowa's Henry Wallace was
secretary of agriculture under
FDR"

Family fights for custody

See LUCAS, page five..

Presents:
A Touring Production

that Republicans were offering
welfare to farmers while cutting
money for education, school lunches and health care for the poor.
In exchange for less government support, controls over most
planting decisions would end,
along with requirements that
acres be idled. Freed from those
controls, backers say, farmers
will prosper, planting every free
acre and shipping grain the
world over to feed.
Democrats had a less optimistic view, saying farmers will be
given hefty sums up front and
left defenseless. Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle, DSD.,

The Associated Press

HAMILTON, Ohio - Tina Frye
sent her son to Jordan six years
ago to visit his paternal grandparents. She's been fighting ever
since to get him back.
The grandmother has claimed
custody of 10-year-old Laith. He
has been living In Amman, Jordan, since 1989.
Frye of South Lebanon had

charged that her ex-husband,
Khaldoon Mughrabi of Middletown, helped plan to take their
son from the United States to
Mughrabi's parents' home In
Amman, with the intention of not
bringing him back.
Mughrabi denied her charge in
an October court hearing. At that
hearing. Domestic Relations
Judge Leslie Spillane ordered
Mughrabi to return to Amman

IJNIVERSITY UNION
* Best Values on Campus
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BBQ
Chicken
& Ribs
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Incl: potatoes, toss salad
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FEB. 9th AND 10th
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South Pacific
Feb. 8th
9pm
THE GISH FILM THEATER

FREE
.

ISDAY

BOWL-N-GREENERY

Pasta
Day
$5.20
plus tax

Incl: Complete salad bar,
garlic bread and unlimited
beverage.

OPEN 4:30-7pm

* All students meal plan cards
accepted
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Insurance company will
not pay for miracle drug
—
UIII
Michael- Hill
The Associated Press

WARRENSBURG, N.Y. -- Several times a day, Catherine
Evans' three children drink down
a little juice box containing a
gooey, foul-tasting nutrient solution.
The nutrient drink Is necessary
because Randi, Brooke and Drew
cant digest the complex proteins
In most foods, according to their
mother.
For Mrs. Evans, Neocate is an
$l,800-a month miracle that has
transformed her achy, nauseated
children into relatively healthy
kids.
For Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of the Rochester Area, Neocate Is
not a covered expense. The insurance company contends that
if It were forced to pay for the
Neocate, it could set a precedent
that could raise premiums for
others.
The battle is now in court. At
Issue is whether Neocate is a noncovered food supplement as
defined under the Insurance policy.
Mrs. Evans said she first noticed problems with Randi shortly after the girl's birth 13 years
ago. She had bad vision, chronic
infections and developmental delays. Often, she would spit up
food.
Brooke, born one year later,
had many of the same symptoms.

and
and
doctors later detected damaged chromosomes In the girls.
Drew, born the next year, had no
such damage.
All three became extremely ill
around age 6, Mrs. Evans said.
Randi was first Her limbs tingled and she complained of
nausea, near-constant headaches
and sore throats. All three eventually began having, extreme
difficulty eating.
"Every time they'd take a couple of bites of something they'd
stop eating because of nausea,
stomach pain or the inability to
swallow their food," Mrs. Evans
recalled.

hove been
drens' lives, doctors have
unable to definitively diagnose
the children.
Kelly, now director of pedlatric gastroenterology at St.
Christopher's Hospital for Children in Philadelphia, said It Is
unclear what caused the children's problems, or if their condition would have worsened
without Neocate. He did note that
their post-Neocate recovery was
dramatic.
Such an allergy to protein
would be extremely rare, said
Dr. Ronald Klelnman, chief of
pedlatric gastroenterology at
Massachusetts General Hospital.
A years-long search for an- He also noted that a high proporswers took her to several doctors tion of suspected allergies cannot
In this tiny Adirondack Mountain be confirmed.
town and in Albany and Boston.
Neocate costs $600 a month for
At Johns Hopkins University
Medical Center in Baltimore, Dr. each child. Evans, who Is sepaKevin Kelly suspected that the rated from her husband and is
studying to be a medical assischildren had protein allergies.
Kelly put them on a diet of tant, said she cannot afford It
Neocate augmented with the few Blue Cross picked up the tab for
foods the children could easily only one month, December 1994.
digest, including potatoes, plain
Since then, Medicaid has temoats and rice. Neocate contains porarily supplied Neocate to the
proteins broken down Into their two girls, who are classified as
amlno acid building blocks, mak- disabled because of the chromoing digestion easier, Kelly said.
somal damage. The three young-1
The children dislike the for- stera share the Neocate.
mula - Randi looked up from her
checkers and said, "Yuck!" when
A trial could be years away. A
asked about It - but enjoy rela- state Judge in Albany will detively good health.
termine this month whether Blue
While Mrs. Evans has credited Cross should be forced to pay for
the diet with saving her chll- the Neocate until the trial is over.

LUCAS

Stephca Sav.uvTW Assaclaisd Press -

Republican presidential candidate Steve forbes Is surrounded by Ike Media as he answers questions
concerning his Impressions on the results of the Louisiana Cuacas Wednesday morning. Pat Buchanan'
defeated Phil Grimm, raising speculation about the future of Gramm's presidential campaign.

CUSTODY
Continued from page four.

Continued from page four.

ed to the state senate. He took the
place of Tim Greenwood, who resigned to spend more time with
his family.
Yarbrough recently announced
that he would not seek election to

a full term amid questions about
whether he actually lives In his
senate district.
He said he deposited $2,000 of
his own money into the Public
Fund Account last year. Later
that day, he wrote a $2,000 check
to his wife, Carol, out of the same
account.

Yarbrough said the $2,000
written to his wife was for work
he, not his wife, did for the GOP,
but that he made the check payable to her for the sake of convenience.

The trial is being broadcast
live by the Miami Valley Chan-

nel, a local cable channel operated by WHIO-TV.

Payment of wages from the
Public Funds Account Is legal.

DAUGHTER
Continued from page four.

Brooks pleaded guilty to gross
abuse of a corpse, tampering
with evidence and obstructing
justice for his Involvement in the
girl's death. He could face up to
five years in prison, but he wont
be sentenced until after Ritchie's
trial ends.

Attention Bowling Green Students and Residents
Make a New Yean Resolution
To Kick the Bottled Water Habit With Hydro Life's
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353-2444
1087 S. MAIN STREET
Next to Pizza Hut
Free Shuttle Service!
Free Safety Inspections!
Mo Obligation Estimates!
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8am-6pm
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Spillane gave custody to Mughrabi in the hopes of giving him.
more legal leverage in Jordan,'
Gmoser said.
On Tuesday, Spillane reinstated Frye's custody rights so
that she now can travel to Jordan;
and attempt to win custody there.-

ATTENTION ALL MEN
Okay so here's the deal...

i

VALENTINE'S DAY - it's not far off now.
I know you macho men don't like to "shop" but
you don't want to mess up on Valentines Day!

ON SALE - $79.00
providea better tasting, aparking, clean
wateriong lasting replaceable filter
removes chlorine, lead, and other chemicals

I Includes oil filter, up lo 5 qb. of oil.
I chassis lube and 24pt. safety inspection
I "Free with any other scheduled service
■ IWcDuaofiifikaftfonartflvs ft OMXT Orvy

BB3B

The Jordanian lawyer also informed Mughrabi that, under
Jordanian law, only the mother
has the right to make claims regarding custody, Gmoser said.
"We were flabbergasted," said

Frye's lawyer, Noah Powers.
"It's always been my experience
that that is a very paternalistic
society. So the whole thing is
confusing."
Frye was granted custody of
Laith in Ohio when she and
Mughrabi divorced. In October,

Revolutionary Water Filtration Systems
Shower Filter - t 69.9S

So listen up. At Packages Plus
on Monday night Feb. 12 from 5p -

SAVE J's and order both for 1109.00
30 day money back guarantee
TO ORDER or more INFO cal BRIAN at 353-6127 or BOB at 1 -800-666-8129
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Sanitation Foundation standards for drinking water treatment systems.
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8p its MEN'S NIGHT. Every guy
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$121.26
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Falcons withstand Chippewas, 74-63
Scott Brown
The BG News

Central Michigan came along
at just the right time for the
Bowling Green Falcons.
Despite having an off-night
and a shaky final five minutes,
the Falcons prevailed 74-63 over
the under-manned Chippewas
before a sleepy crowd of 2,237 at
Anderson Arena.
Bowling Green, now 8-0 at
home on the season, improves to
11-8 overall and 6-5 in the MidAmerican Conference. CMU is
5-14 and 2-9.
Anthony Stacey led the Falcons
with 19 points, while Jay Larranaga had 16 points and Dayon
Nlnkovic had 10. Point guard Antonio Daniels returned to the
lineup and had 14 points, but was
3-for-ll at the foul line - including 0-for-7 in the game's final
2:15 - as the Falcons limped to
the finish.
The Chippewas, down by 16
with five minutes to go, got as
close as seven in the final 2:15
with the Falcons" charity line
struggles, but could get no
closer. Charles Macon and Nate
Huffman each had 12 points to
lead CMU.
"I thought winning the game
was the most important thing,

and we did that," said Bowling BOWLING GREEN 74, CENTRAL
Green coach Jim Larranaga.
MICHIGAN 63
"The overall victory was very
positive because it was a real BOWLING GREEN (ll-«)
Larranaga S-12 3-7 IS. Stacay 7-11 S-« 19.
team effort."
Ninkovic 4-10 2-4 10. Oaniata 5-9 3-11 14.
The Falcons controlled the Chambara 3-6 0-0 8. Wimnaoldnar 0-0 0-0 0.
majority of the game behind the RouwhorttO-1 0-00, Craapo 1-4 1-1 3. Hobnaa
three-pronged scoring attack of 1-2 4-4 8. Tolalt 26-54 18-3374.
Larranaga, Stacey and Daniels.
CENTRAL MICHIGAN (6-14)
The three combined were GuaMa 3-5 2-3 8. Macon 5 9 2-8 It, Huffman
17-of-32 from the field with 14 6-10 0-0 12. Janaan 2-6 0-0 6, Slack 0-1 2-2 2,
4-10 0-0 6. Edwarda 2-5 0-0 S, Giaaylan
rebounds, 12 assists, six steals KHgora
1-2 04 2. Biown 3-7 04 8. Tolala 26-64 6-11
and only three turnovers.
as.
"The game comes down to two
- Bowling Graan 42. Cantral Michiareas, and that is defense and re- ganHallama
34. 3-Pomt goali - Bowling Graan 4-11
bounding," Central Michigan (Larranaga 3-6. Damali 1-2. Stacay 0-1, Mnkocoach Leonard Drake said. "We vtc 0-1, Craapo 0-1). Central Micngian 8-15
did a terrible job defensively. (Janian 2-5. Brown 2-S. Edwards 1-1. Macon
Slack 0-1). Fouiad out - none Reooundl There's three guys that score on 0-1,
Bowling Graan 33 (Ninkovic g), Cantral Michi{Bowling Green]. Three guys: gan 35 (Huttman 9). Aiaiits -• Bowling Graan
16 (Daniala 8). Cantral Mkhigan 18 (Janaan 8).
Stacey, Larranaga and Daniels.
"And we did a terrible job on Total fouls - Bowling Graan 12. Cantral MchiganM.A -2.237.
all of them."
A 25-7 run midway through the man-to-man defense," Jay Larfirst quarter - after Central had ranaga said. "We switched to a
opened up the game with a 12-7 2-3 zone, but to be honest I don't
lead - put Bowling Green in con- think our defense was that great.
trol of the game. Larranaga had Maybe the switching up gave
eight points in the run, including them different looks and took a
two early treys to get the Falcons while to adjust, but ... maybe it
going. BG also got the defense was just them not executing."
cranked up over that span, mixThe lead was 10 points at halfing it up on the Chippewas and time and expanded to 16 points
then doubling down on Macon, with five minutes to go. But then
the Ohio State transfer that is the Falcons started to let the
leading the team in scoring.
See WITHSTAND, page eight
"I think we started off in our
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SATURDAY:
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W/ LOVE NUT
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FRIDAY:
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VW JINKIES
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Address: 209 N. Superior
Toledo, Ohio
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BG's Chambers
rises above
5'6" frame
Scott Brown
The BC News

Howard Chambers Is living a
dream.
The freshman has had a storybook season for the Falcon
basketball team, going from
little-used walk-on at the beginning of the year
to starting
guard.
Chambers
started for the
second straight
game Wednesday, getting a
career-high six
points as the
Falcons disChambers
patched Central Michigan, 74-63.
"It's Just been great," Chambers said. 'To get an opportunity
to come in and start and play a
significant role In a game ... It
just feels good to be out there
with a lot of players who have
confidence in me and have confidence in themselves. It's like a
team unity thing out there."
The 5 feet 6 inch tall Chambers, from Oberlin High School
outside of Cleveland, started
against Kent Saturday In place of
point guard Antonio Daniels, who
was out with a sprained knee.
Daniels was back in the starting lineup on Wednesday, but
Chambers returned to the lineup
beside him. Chambers finished
with a half-dozen points on 3-of-S
shooting and only one turnover in
21 minutes.
The BC NewsrHldekl Kobayashl
Chambers, while running the
Bowling Green guard Antonio Daniels goes in for a layup against Cen- point most of the time, has now
tral Michigan last night. Daniels scored 14 points in the Falcons vic- turned the ball over only twice in
58 minutes on the court the past
tory.
two games.
The Falcons also involved
Chambers on the offensive end
more, and he followed Saturday's
l-for-5 performance by hitting
, three of his shots.
"The guys got me open today
and we ran the offense great and
I just got the shots within the
OifCAdr In dieItMtm &r$xr
offense that I knew I could hit,"
OrJsr *luk afpia La
Chambers said. "The guys picked
for me and got me open to take
23*3 fir mm mfi
6'cttta
the shots."
Chambers was one of many
• Bouquets include both helium and mylar
Falcons who stepped up with sol•> balloons if ordered early, weighted with candy.
id performances against the
«v vOn-campus delivery ONLY
Chippewas. Dayon Ninkovic, still
9 V Cash and Carry if purchased on Feb. 14th.
on his way back from an earlier
r ¥ Delivery on Feb.Mlh until 2:00 p.m.
ankle injury, had 10 points and
*AAA*A*AA*»*AA*AA**A***AA»*AA*»»»A*AA nine rebounds. Jake Holmes provided six points in 12 minutes
coming off the bench.
"We didn't play a pictureperfect game, but we did get a
DANCC DfiNCC DANCC contribution from a lot of guys,"
BG coach Jim Larranaga said.
"Howard Chambers stepped up
big in the first half, got open and
hit a couple of jumpers."
Chambers and Josh Wittensoldner, another walk-on who has
Upstairs 6i Downstairs
seen considerable playing time In
No Cover
the past couple of weeks, have
steadily Improved their game
21 SOver
and increased their rolls as the
season has dragged on. In addition to Chambers' starting, WitSun. Hospitality Night
tensoldner was the Falcons' first
long Island lc« T«o
player off the bench during one
Mo»oorlta$ $1.15
7-«Uo»tolr.
See CHAMBERS, page eight
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Be A Campus Know - Know

for

Join...

Senior
Portraits

Campus
Fact Line
Applications for positions
beginning
next fall will be available
8 am Today in the Office
of Student Employment

END FRIDAY

•Open to all freshman
and sophomores
• Only 100 applications
available

Call 372-8086 to schedule your sitting.
2

^
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For more info, contact the Office of Public Relation.. 372-2651
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CCHA League Standings
as of 2/8/96
GP
23
23
22
22
22
22
25
22
23
22
22

Team fOverall Record)
1. Michigan State (24-6-0)
2. Western Michigan (22-6-3)
3. Michigan (21-5-2)
4. Lake Superior (20-5-1)
5. Bowling Green (18-11-1)
6. Miami (9-14-3)
7. UAF (7-19-1)
8. Notre Dame (8-17-3)
9. Ferris State (7-18-3)
10. Ohio State (5-14-5)
UIC (8-17-3)

W
20
16
16
16
12
8
7
5
5
3
5

L_
3
4
4
5
9
11
18
14
15
14
16

_EXS
0
3
2
1
1
3
0
3
3
5
1

40
35
34
33
25
19
14
13
13
11
11

Upcoming Games
Friday Feb. 9
Saturday Feb. \Q
Bowling Green at UIC
Bowling Green at Notre Dame
Miami at Lake Superior
Miami at Lake Superior
Michigan at Notre Dame
Michigan at UIC
Michigan State at Western Michigan Western Michigan at Michigan State
Ohio State at Ferris State
Ohio State at Ferris State
Waterloo at UAF
Waterloo at UAF
Tuesday Feb. 13
Notre Dame at Western Michigan

BG coach sees resemblance
between Lakers and Falcons
Pit Murphy and Christian Pelusl
The BG News
Lakers' winning tradition of
"90s compares to Falcons' of "80s.

Falcon assistant coach Brian
Hills sees plenty of similarities
between the Lake Superior
Lakers' success In the 1990s and
the Bowling Green teams he was
a part of in the mid-'80s.
Hills, one of BG's all-time
greatest players, finished his career In 1983 as the second leading
career scorer and two-time AllAmerican.
"They've built that tradition up
there, kind of like what we used
to be here," said Hills prior to
last weekend's series split with
the Lakers. "They've got It
ingrained in their players that
'We're a strong team, we win and

we finish in the top part of the
standings,'" Hills said.
Hills is now a member of the
Falcon coaching staff that is
gradually rebuilding BG back
into national prominence.
"That's what we're trying to
get back here. In the 70s and
'80s, Bowling Green was an awful
strong team, tradition-wise. The
■90s haven't been quite the same,
but that's what we're trying to
get bring back."

since joining the Sabres late last
season for the 1995 Stanley Cup
Playoffs.
This season, Holzlnger played
In 44 games for Buffalo, scoring
five goals and nine assists for 14
points and was a minus 11.
Herman filling In nicely

Falcon senior right wing Jeff
Herman is playing; a crucial role
for the Falcons. Herman, who
spent most of the season as a
center on the fourth line, has
moved into the position vacated
Zlnger assigned to minors
by Mike Johnson on one of BG's
Former Falcon Brian Hol- top lines.
zinger, last year's Hobey Baker
After Johnson went down with
winner, was sent down to the
Buffalo Sabres minor-league af- a wrist injury against Michigan,
filiate in Rochester, NY, Monday. Herman took his spot on a line
The setback is Holzinger's first with Jason Clark and Mike Hall.

Jets' Selanne displeased
with trade to Mighty Ducks
The Associated Press

WINNIPEG, Manitoba - The
Winnipeg Jets sent high-scoring forward Teemu Selanne to
the Anaheim Mighty Ducks today for defenseman Oleg
Tverdovaky and center Chad
Kllger.
After hearing of the deal,
which also Included an
exchange of draft choices and
signing rights, the 25-year-old
Selanne stormed out of practice and ripped off the nameplate from above his locker. He
left Winnipeg Arena without
talking to reporters.
Anaheim also gets Winnipeg's fourth-round pick this
year and the rights to center
Marc Choulnard, the Jets' second-round pick In 1995.
Choulnard plays for Beauport
of the Quebec Major Junior
Hockey League.
Winnipeg gets Anaheim's
third-round pick in 1996.
The Finnish wing leads Winnipeg In scoring with 24 goals
and 48 assists for 72 points.
Tverdovsky, 19, has seven
goals and IS assists for 22
points. Kllger, 19, has five
goals and seven assists for 12
points. Both were first-round
picks.
The Jets, headed to Phoenix
next season, have slumped in
recent weeks. They are 1-4-0
since the players visited their
new home In Arizona on a factfinding trip.
Winnipeg is tied with the Los
Angeles Kings for the eighth

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

"•Mini i nun i u i lie

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

ENDS FRIDAY
LAST CHANCE
For

.•.

computer rental time
Bring this otter into *• Klnlto'i Kited and receive one hour of In-itore Macintosh' or IBM* computer renal
time FREE. Offer ii limited to one coupon per customer. Coupon must be presented it time of purchase and
a Is not villd with other offers.Vilid only at the Kioto's location listed below. Coupon void where prohibited by
law. No cash value. Offer expires February 2». I "*.

I

▼ Full Color Copies
▼ Fax/Mailing Services
▼ Custom Printing

T Passport Photos
T Presentation Materials
T Office Stationery & Supplies

kinkes

><J_Jr|g

The new way to office:

|*xBfiC

115 Railroad Street T 354-3977
MamAle

BGSU

eimi«..H ■!»<■»—*«wii«nf

losses and four ties.
The Ducks are 11th in the
conference.

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

a bright
idea,
and
you'll
leave
with a
brilliant
project.

RasfcedTmc*.
|tt—i
-1 *»>m»»*.<^»1>«^»M\S^

and final playoff spot in the
Western Conference standings
with 46 points on 21 wins 26

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE

with

▼ Accent Color Copies
▼ Binding & Finishing
T Oversize Copies

AP phetefTom I
Detroit Red Wings' Vyacheslav Ko/.lov hooks Winnipeg
Teemu Selanne.

Open 7 days a week.

SENIOR PORTRAITS

Starting next Monday
for only one week,Carl Wolf studios
will be open on campus taking
Senior portraits. Call now to schedule
your sitting. KEY yearbook office 28 West Hall.
Only $6 sitting fee (Bursarble).

Free small pizza to
first 200 students

0

UNIVERSITY UNION

90W1IN0 QMtN STATt UNIVEMrtY

Call:
372-8086
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Winfield to call it quits after 23 years Falcons bust game
he would say was that he was in
great shape.
He finished with a .283 career
', NEW YORK - Dave Winfield, average and in the top 20 of many
the major league leader in hits career categories: 3,110 hits
and RBIs among active players, (14th), 1.833 RBIs (11th), 46S
is to retire Thursday, a source homers (19th), 11,003 at-bats
told The Associated Press.
(sixth) and 2,973 games (sevThe 44-year-old outfielder, the enth).
But he hit just .191 in a limited
oldest player now In the majors,
has called a news conference for role with the Indians, with two
homers and four RBIs in 115 at Thursday in New York.
Win field's agent, Jeff Klein, bats. He went on the disabled list
declined comment Wednesday. twice with an injured left shoulBut another person, speaking on der, and Cleveland didn't include
the condition he not be identified, him on its postseason roster.
confirmed the purpose of the
"Let's just hope I'm having a
lews conference is to announce positive influence," he said durWinfield's retirement.
ing the World Series. "There's no
The 12-time All-Star, who need to get Into how I feel now.
Cfed for Cleveland last year,! The guys here know what hapspent 23 seasons in the major' pened to me."
leagues with San Diego, the New
Winfield joined the Padres in
York Yankees, California, Tor- 1973 after becoming an Ailonto, Minnesota and the Indians.
American at the University of
Winfield, a five-time Gold Minnesota, never spending a day
Glove winner, didn't give any in the minors. He was the fourth
hint of his plans when he talked pick overall In the baseball draft,
with a reporter last weekend. All and also was selected by the AtRonald Blum
The Associated Press

lanta Hawks In the fifth round of
the NBA draft, by the Utah Stars
in the sixth round of the ABA
draft and by the Minnesota Vikings in the 17th round of the NFL
draft
While he became a star with
the Padres, his 10-year contract
with the Yankees - a deal that
turned out to be worth just over
$17 million - made him a celebrityYankees owner George Steinbrenner counted on him to replace Reggie Jackson, but soured
on Winfield after he went
l-for-22 against Los Angeles in
the 1981 World Series.
In September 1985, Stelnbrenner called Winfield "Mr. May,"
playing off Jackson's nickname
of "Mr. October." Stelnbrenner
and the David M Winfield Foundation were Involved in three
lawsuits against each other.
And the outfielder and the
owner became involved in a
weird affair involving Howard
Spira, a freelance radio reporter

who worked for Winfield's agent
at the time. Spira, an admitted
gambler, accepted a cash payment from Steinbrenner for information on Winfield's foundation that led the owner to be suspended from baseball in 1990.
Spira later served a prison sentence for threatening Steinbrenner.
In May 1990, Steinbrenner finally got rid of Winfield, sending
him to the Angels for Mike Witt.
In 1992, Winfield returned to the
World Series, getting the gamewinning hit as Toronto beat Atlanta in six games. Winfield hit
.290 that season at age 40 with 26
homers and 108 RBIs. He was selected the AL comeback player of
the year by The Sporting News.
His strangest moment came in
1983. His warmup throw at Exhibition Stadium in Toronto killed a
seagull and he was taken to
police headquarters and charged
with cruelty to animals. The
charge was dropped-the following day.

Redskins to have new stadium
Joseph White
The Associated Press
UPPER MARLBORO, Md. - An
NFL team for no money down. In
the end, It was a deal that was
just too good to pass up.
With Washington Redskins
.owner Jack Kent Cooke offering
to build a $180 million stadium
-with his own money and with
Maryland Gov. Parris GlendenJng promising to pay for $73 mlllion for road and infrastructure
[improvements, the Prince George's County Council on Tuesday
night said yes to a proposed
78,600-seat stadium near Lan'dover.
- "I think the County Executive

(Wayne Curry) has negotiated an
extremely good deal," said Councllwoman Audrey Scott, noting
the county would not have to contribute a cent toward the stadium
or its related costs. "I think we
have an opportunity whereby we
can provide this county with a
positive asset."
The 6-2 vote, which approved
the specific stadium site plan,
came after more than seven
hours of often intense and sometimes laborious debate. More
than 50 conditions and numerous
other amendments were attached
to the plan, and the changes must
be written into the formal documents before the council can
give final approval today.
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•Julie Krisco
•Kim Krouser
••Emily Lauer
••Kim Morrow
•Anna Moscioni
•Lisa Nash
••Jennie Rospert
-Niki Schultz
Jodi Willoughby

CHAMBERS——
Continued from page six.

stretch of games earlier this
season.
Wlttensoldner was limited to
two minutes Wednesday.
"I was just going out there and
knowing that I had to go play a
job," Chambers said. "Just pressuring the ball and playing good
defense. I know good things will
happen when you play great defense."
Chambers is unsure about his
role the rest of the season, but
expects to keep playing hard and
trying to improve his game.
"I'm just going to play it by
ear," he said. "If I keep working
hard in practice and improving
my game, good things will happen."

Howard's
Presents

Congratulations Alpha Gams
On Great Grades
•Cristin Coco
•Martie Coyle
'Dawn Fesmier
-Kim Fladd
•Megan Fulkerson
•Kelly Harhgal
•Kelly Hepke
••Michelle Herz
•Tammy Killean

said there was nothing unlivable
in the conditions and amendments made by the council. The
changes included provisions for
parking, noise and public safety.

"We've got a sackful of conditions here that I think covers
everything but a nuclear strike at
the place," Councilman and stadium proponent Jim Estepp said
as he considered yet another
amendment proposed by one of
the stadium's opponents.
The outcome was expected,
given that the council had voted
7-2 in September to change the
zoning laws to accommodate
Cooke. Still, it's the most progress the Redskins owner has
made in any Jurisdiction since he
first announced his plans to leave
RFK Stadium more than eight
years ago.
Cooke's chief lobbyist on the
stadium project, Gerard Evans,

Don't miss this weekend's
largest event when Tinfoil
unveils their new release

|ree Burn
Check it out on BG Radio

•Dean's List
••Denotes a 4.0

February
9 & 10
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open in second half
Jeremy Yohe and Steve Wildman
The BC News
MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich.
- Central Michigan is known
for playing tough at home. But
their tough play wasn't enough
to hold off the Bowling Green
women, who won 77-64
Wednesday night in MidAmerican Conference women's basketball action at Dan
Rose Arena.
Central Michigan came out
in the first half and kept close
at the half, allowing BG only a
33-31 halftime margin. But at
the 13 minute mark of the
game, BG started to pull away.
"Central Michigan shot the
ball real well and made some
tough shots," said Falcon
coach Jaci Clark. "But we
talked a lot about picking up
the defense. It was time to quit
talking about it and do It."
Earlier in the season, CMU
had knocked off Toledo and
Ball State to win their only two
MAC wins but were 0-16 on
the road. This time being at
home wasn't enough as the
Falcons came out of a twogame slump for the victory.
"We would force a tough
shot and then they would get
an easy offensive putback,"
said CMU head coach Oonita
Davenport. "Our failure to
block out resulted in their
offensive boards."
The Falcons had to work
from the inside. Bowling
Green's offensive grabs under
the basket gave the Falcons
countless second chance
points. The Falcons had 19
offensive boards on the night.
Michelle Terry pulled down
five offensive boards (eight
total) while Jones chipped in
with four (eight overall).
"It came from everyone
crashing the boards," Jones
said. "We caused a lot of loose
balls and a lot of tips."
Down the stretch BG's free
throw shooting sounded the
death knell on the Chippewas.
Chrissy Billiter hit six free
throws in the last three
minutes.

■ There was no update Wednesday
night as to the status of senior guard
Shane Komivss, who is fighting to regain his academic eligibility. Komivss
has hired an attorney and has threatened legal action if his eligibility is not
returned.
He was on the Falcon bench
Wednesday In plaindothes, but published reports indicate that he could be
in uniform for Saturday's game at Ohio.

Let your Valentine know how much you care with a Valentine love note made
especially for them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. You
can even add a color to your message for S5 to make It extra special.
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Continued from page fix.

Chippewas back in, botching
layups and missing free throw
after free throw.
"Obviously, we need to play
better down the stretch," Larranaga said. "Make a few layups,
make a few free throws, and we're certainly capable of that. We
just need to be mentally prepared a little bit better for those
kind of situations."
The Falcons were just 4-of-12
from the foul line in the game's
final 2:15, with Daniels missing
seven of them. CMU went on a
10-1 run to pull within seven, but
the Chippewas were just l-for-8
from the field themselves In the
final 2.15.
' We settled for outside shots
instead of taking the ball to the

BOWLING GREEN (10-9)
JonM 7-11 3 5 17. Pulhofl 6-14 0-0 14.
Terry 5-13 0 t 10. Belcher 1-5 3-4 5. Billiter
7 149 l025.Galto.dO-0 0-00. Day 2-5 0-1
4. Andrews 0-1 2-2 2. Koesler 0-1 04) 0.
Au'10-00-0 0. Totals28 84 17-2377.
CENTRAL MICHIGAN (9-14)
Renken 2-11 0-0 5, Rainge 8-0 2-4 14.
Evans 5-7 0-1 10. Nor* 5-15 2-2 13. RaaOl
5-103-8 13, Bums 0-0 0-0 0. Mmarloova 2-2
' 2S. Verhev 1-20-0 2. Bumside 1-4 0-1 2.
Totals 27-80 8-15 64.
HallUme -- Bowling Green 33. Central
Mchigan 31.3-Point goals - Bowing Green
4 9 (B.liner 2-4. PuthoH 2-5), Cental Michigan 2-0 (Nora 1-5. Renken 1-3. BumeMJe
0-1). Fouled out - Raingo. Rebounds g Bowling Onsen 43 (Jones. Tarry, and Bil
tits' I), Central Michigan 37 (Nora 9) As
sins - Bowling Green 9 (Biihter 3), Central
Michigan is (Nora 4). Total buls - Bowsing
Green 18. Central Mchigan 10. A -- 321.

basket," Drake said. "We panicked and everything looked like
it had to be a three. It didn't need
to be a three; we just needed to
score."
BG was lB-of-33 from the line
(54.5 percent) for the game.
Central Michigan won the rebounding battle, 35-33, with
Huffman's nine points leading
the way. Ninkovic had nine
boards for the Falcons.
Bowling Green turned the ball
over only five times in the
contest, a season low. The Chippewas committed 13.
Daniels, despite his late misfortunes at the charity line, had
six assists and only one turnover
in 38 minutes of play. He played
with n brace on his left knee.
The Falcons visit Ohio on Saturday.

BGSU

Address.

1x3
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Display ad
y
up to 35
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4#
$10
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Trishia,
Roses are red.
violets are blue,
Happy Valentines Day
from You Know Who'

BOWLING GREEN 77, CENTRAL MICHIGAN 64

WITHSTAND

Name

y
1x5
▼ Display ad
Vup to 60
words
$20

Billiter was 7of-14 from the
field and hit 9-of-10 from the
foul line for 25 points to go
along with her rebounds.
Jones added 17, while Sara
Puthoff was 6-oM4 for 14
points.
CMU was without leading
scorer Julie Miller (torn anterior cruciate ligament). For the
second straight game, Ebony
Rainge led the Chippewas in
scoring with 14 points.
The Falcons improve to 6-5
in the MAC and 11-8 overall.
CMU falls to 5-14 overall and
2-9 In loop action.

Falcon Notts

Valentine's Day
"Love JSIotes11
3

"I had to reach down deep
inside because I haven't been
shooting well all season," said
BUliter.
"Chrissy and Charlotta
(Jones) stepped up, that's the
difference; you have to ice the
game when you get a chance
to do It," Clark said.
With five minutes gone in
the second half, BG found
themselves trailing 43-40, but
turned on their defense to get
the lead back.
"Tonight we scored our
average and we held our opponent to their average and we
did a good job defensively,"
Clark said.

THE
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Jim Larranaga
Radio Show
EVERY THURS.-7 p.m.

< < Dtlmck i rrturn In 2IU We*, Hall ht/orr iht deadline
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Deadline • Friday, Feb. 9 214 WeM Hall • 4pm • PuallcatiiM. - Wednesday, Feb. 14

Live From Fricker's On MIX 96.7 FM
& WFOBAM1430

Try to study on the weekends
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Buckeye coach's job Tobin to take over for Ryan again
safe for end of season
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Ohio State
Athletics Director Andy Gelger
says he will not review the performance of head coach Randy
Ayers until after the season.
Ohio State (9-9) has lost seven
of nine games In the Big Ten and
eight of its last 10 games overall
since starting the season 7-1.
The Buckeyes have won only
four of their last 28 Big Ten
games and have lost their last IS
conference road games heading
Into Wednesday night's game at
Michigan State.
Gelger said Tuesday that his
Job Is not to critique but to support the team.
"I make it a practice never to
comment on teams while they are
still in the middle of the process," he said. "I try simply to
support the coaches and players
as much as I possibly can. I don't
get Into an assessment of the
program."

The Buckeyes start four
freshmen. Six of the top eight
scorers are freshmen.
"We have young people going
through a difficult experience
for the first time," Gelger said.
"They dont need to read anything but supportive comments
from me."
Ayers, with two-time Big Ten
player of the year Jim Jackson In
the lineup, went 70-23 and won
two conference titles In his first
three years as a head coach.
After a 15-13 record in 1993, the
Buckeyes have gone 28-47. Last
year's 6-22 record was the worst
in school history.
"I'm here to help. Randy Ayers
doesn't need distractions from
his athletic director," Gelger
said. "He needs support from his
athletic director, a pat on the
back."
Ayers Is In the fourth year of a
contract that runs through the
1998-99 season and pays him a
base salary of $110,000 per year.

Mel Relsner
The Associated Press

TEMPE, Ariz. - For the second time, Vlnce Tobin is In territory vacated by Buddy Ryan.
The Arizona Cardinals hired
the defensive coordinator of
the Indianapolis Colts as their
coach Wednesday. He replaces
Ryan, who was fired Dec. 26
after his team skidded to 4-12
with a season-ending 37-13 loss
to Dallas.
In 1986, Tobin replaced Ryan
as defensive coordinator of the
Chicago Bears after Ryan got
his first head coaching Job with
Philadelphia.
Cardinals owner Bill Bidwill,
who kept his plans secret until
the last day, said he likes Town's low-key but determined
style.
"He comes across as a very
straightforward person," Bidwill said. "He has been described that way to me by a
number of people. What you

see is what you get"
Tobin, 52, said he always
prepares for victory. But he
demurred when asked if he
was saying there was "a winner In town," the now Infamous
way Ryan described himself
when he was hired Feb. 3,1994.
"I've never gone Into a game
or a season thinking we
couldn't win," Tobin said.
"Now, is that a goal? I don't
know, but the only purpose of
coaching or playing in the
National Football League is to
win. Is to want to get to the
Super Bowl."
Bidwill flew to Honolulu for
last week's Pro Bowl and made
his first contact with Tobin
there. Both said the deal wasnt
closed until Wednesday afternoon, hours before the Cardinals called their news conference.
Tobln's five-year contract Is
for coaching only, and Bidwill
said he has not yet settled on a
general manager, the other po-

sition left vacant by Ryan's firing. The owner said he would
not try to hire a GM until after
the NFL scouting combine
which begins Thursday in Indianapolis.
Bill Tobin, the new coach's
older brother, is the Colts' director of football operations
and has been mentioned as the
Arizona GM Vlnce Tobin said
he didn't know whether BUI
was a candidate.
"This is something that Mr.
Bidwill and I discussed at great
length, and he has assured me
when he hires a general manager It will be a guy who is
very compatible with me," Tobin said.
Bidwill took six weeks to replace Ryan, but he beat his own
deadline by one day. He had
said he wanted to send the new
coach to the combine.
Tobin said he hopes to talk to
defensive tackle Eric Swann
and comerback Aeneas Williams, the team's two most val-

uable free agents, before returning to Indianapolis this
weekend.
Arizona's offense was anemic throughout Ryan's two
years, but the third-ranked defense helped the Cardinals to
an 84 record In 1994. Last
year, the defense was as mediocre as the offense.
The Cardinals have not had a
winning season since 1984 or
been to the playoffs in a nonstrike year since 197S.
Tobin becomes the Cardinals' fifth coach since the
team moved to Arizona from
St Louis in 1988, and the 32nd
coach in the franchise's
75-year history. He emerged as
a top candidate for the Job
from a field that included
Green Bay defensive coordinator Fritz Shurmur and
former UCLA coach Terry
Donahue.
Tobln's 1986 Bears defensive
unit set an NFL record
for
fewest points allowed (187).

Classifieds
BOWLING A BH.LARDS TOURNAMENT
Fri. Fab. g A Sal. Fab. 10
Buckeye Room • Univ. Union
Begins at 4pm on Fab. Pth
Noon on Fab. 10*1
Admission SS 'Sign up in tha Buckeye Rm.
sponsored by UAO '2-71S4

CAMPUS EVENTS

ATTENTION MINORITY STUDENTS
CALL NOW
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Last session lor senior portraits
Don! be left out of your graduating
duet's 1996 KEY yearbook.
CM 372-8098 now to schedule a sitting.

Opts****) MORE
Minority Cm* Fa*

Wednesday. February 14th
1:00-5:00 pm

Grand BaMroom
■ring •

MUM - ■ring *

friendl I

2-2451 oMmUa

IICAMPUSFACTLINEIII
IICAMPUS FACT LINE III
jcesuoesuoesuoesijoesi
TCO*VrrCO*VrrOOAVITOuAYiTOOAYI
Now hiring operators lor Campus Fed Lin*.
Open to treehman and sophomores
Only 100 applications available beg .«&» lm
TODAY. Offio* ol Student Employment.
Jobs begin new fall, training this spring
For more information call
tha Office of Public Ralatona. 372-261S.
"MARKETING WEEK"
Join tha Amarlcan Marketing Association a*
nay go GOO-GOO at Gargoylaa on Sal. Fab.
10 Irom 7-gpm. Bring a data and don't ba late!
"MARKETING WEEKATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS
Tha Boning Grean Student Education Association will ba holding a Mambarahip Orlva In
tha Union Foyar on Fab 5th. 7th. ISIh from 10
ajn.B4piti.
BGSEA Bring a triand and
XX NTODAY I
ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!!
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
BGSU BLOOOMOBILE
FEBRUARY S-»
1030A144 30PM
AMANIRM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)

SENIOR PORTRAITS NOW BEING TAKEN
Call 372 80*810 schedule your titling.
Laat chance tor May and August Grada.
$6 iimng faa can ba
charged through Bursar.
USG 5 UAO encourage all students to
partKipala m tha BGSU Town Meetings
ml Praaidant Ribaau.
lOlOtcamp
Tuaa.Fab.eetpm
VOCE YOUR OPINION!
BE THE IE ADE RS OF THIS INSTITUTION

3C
3T

3C

DISCOVERY DAY CONFERENCE
It's not too late to sign up tor the first annual
Discovery Day Conference on Sal, Fab 10
Irom Dam - 12:30pm. Call Jenny at 354-6054
tor more into.
DONT KNOW WHAT TO GET YOUR LOVED
ONE FOR
VALENTtNESDAY?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A GREAT GFT AT
A
GOOD PRICE?
UAO A HSA WILL BE SELLNQ
BALLOON BOUQUETS M THE UNION
FOYER
FEB. 12-14 I0AM-4PM
WE WILL DELIVER ON-CAMPUSIII
r?rS CALL 372-7164 FOR INFO
CASH, CHECK. OR BURSAR

GIVE THE GIFT OF UFE
. GIVE BLOOD
BGSU BLOODMOBUE
FEBRUARY 54
10 30AM 4 30PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)

HOSPfTAUTY aUNAOtlaSNT SOCIETY
General Inlormason Meeting
Monday Fab. 12
9 00pm BAA 4000
Al Majors Welcome

"""NAILS BY CHRISTIE
10% off al Nat Services, 15% off II you purchase e Girt CerSRcaie (great idea tor your
VALENTINE) Perfect Touch 1064 S. Main.
352-2812. Must present coupon lor discount.
valid unW 2/17.
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests Confidential and
caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

PERSONALS
••CM Omega^Chi Omega"
OPEN RUSH
February 7 A 8 S-8:45n>g:45 pm.
Chi Omega House
OPEN RUSH
"Chi Omega"Chi Omega"
•Outstanding Senior CandldateeYour application packet la due
no later than 5pm. Monday. Fab. 12
at Mileo Alumni Center.
Questions, call Ermly @ 2-4693

1996 TAS ELECTRONICS Girt Search
10 be held a! Connie Mac's 2/6 8 2/13
Registration starts at 800pm
Qualifying rounds tor ultimate
winner ol Bahamas Trip, car tlereo,
TV Production A promotional opportunity
For Detest Cal: (419) 867-7788
Ask for Dernck

Miss Bowling Green
Scholarship Pageant

SEE BROWNE MARY TONIGHT AT EASY
STREETI
You can also hear this rising group interviewed
on 660AM Falcon Radio VVFAL, Cable 50

Friday, Fet> 9
7:30 p.m.
Lenhart Ballroom
BGSU Union

POUND

TONIGHT
»:OO-«:45A9:OO-0:45
ONE MOTTO, ONE BADGE, AND
SINGLENESS OF HEART.
AON FOR A LIFETIME!!!

DAYTONA BEACH SPRINO BREAK!
Break away to the hottast action In Florida
where guys meet girtal New motel on tie
ocean, AAA-ated. beach volleyball, tree MTV.
Pool and wet bar open 24 hours. Dont be left
out ol this Special Promotion-Call
t 800-682-0818.
Delia Zeta • Open Rueh • Delta ZaU
Come to the Festival ol Friendt
at the Delta Zeta House i

fm I'll !■

LOST & FOUND

ALPHA OMICRON PI
OPEN RUSH

SERVICES OFFERED

Ticket Prices:
Adults S5.00
Students $2.00
12& under FREE

Blue A white contact case w/ contact, in 2nd
fir Watt Hal women't restroom. a couple of
weeks ago. Claim In 204 Wast HatrBG News

Rush Time 900-945
For Into or ndet cal:
Lit al 372-4700 or Kristin at 353-5180
Delta Zeta • Open Rush ' Delta Zeta

Howard's
clubM
I I
Mon-Sot 12-2:30 om
1

UA0, rc, ftSA, USG
Cotagbte Connection
Hard Bodies Gym
University Bookstore
UniVtrsrty Union
The Cow Shop
KJotz Rowers!
Fast Company
^Western

*»y

FREE FINANCIAL AIDI
Over $6 Billion in public and private sector
grants 6 scholarships m now available. Al stu
dents are eagibie regarrjess of grades, income, or parents Income. Let ua help. Cal
Student Financial Services: 1-600-263-6495
0HLF55444.

Many thankt to the mambart ol Offenfiauer
Kail Govt tor al of your hard work and dertcaDon a) the BG community. Thankt to: Scott
Johnson, Sean Daring. Jenny Nagte. Mac
Aueeem. Moose Brandetrup, Brand* Buchanan. Dayna Pkttcher. Leann Thorp, and SallyWIthum.

Qrante, SehoieraMpa AvasWjIelll
tlWona of min private funding.
Qualify Immediately 1-800-400-0209

union of echcLaraWpe 337000 sources $10
Baton. Regardees of grades, parents income
Recording 600-5556534 Coda AS.

•4TRAMURALS ENTPJES DUE: MEWS.
WOMEIfS. COED CURLNG - FEBRUARY
13; COED WHFFLEBALL - FEBRUARY 28;
MEN'S. WOMEN'S, COED VOLLEYBALL c MARCH 6, PICK UP ENTRY FORMS IS 130
UNIVERSITY FCLO HOUSE. ALL ENTRIES
DUEBY4O0PMONDUEDATE.
KD* JANET OYEN-KD
The eeuera of Kappa Dana wish you the beat of
luck with your Stage Manager poslton for "The
ChrNan". You're tie Basil
KD* JANET OYEN-KD

MaaBowkng Green
Scholarship Pageant
Frl.Fab.9»>7a0pm
L enhan Grand Balroom
S
Studentt 82 00 Adults SS.0O
•
Sponsored by RSA.FC, USG. UAO. .
Hart Bo*ee Gym. BGBalkJona.
;
For moreintormetion contact Slave or .
Janat at 2-2343.

continued on p. H)

A
GOOD PRICE?
UAO A HSA W1L BE SELLUG BALLOON
BOUQUETS
IN THE UNION FOYER FEB.12-14 10AM-4PM
WE WILL DELIVER ON-CAMPUSH!
77TSCALL 372-7164 FOR INFO
CASH. CHECK. OR BURSAR

Find out al about peace, love, and sisterhood
with Sigma Kappa. Come to open rush on
Tuesday Feb. 6 and Thursday Fab. 8 from 8 to
10 pm at the Sigma Kappa House.

great
scores...
<UJ> (33EJ>

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep studies and
your confidence, so you can
get a higher acore.

1-800-KAP-TEST
Set

a higher score

KAPLAN

''you can not hope to build a Better world without improving the individuals.
To that end each of must workjiis own improvement,
and at the same time share a generalresponsibility for all humanity,
out particular duty Being to aid those whom we thinkjute can he useful.
■Marie Curie
Thank you to all students, staff and members of the Bowling
Green community who assisted in responding to the fire in
Rodgers Hall. You demonstrated a true sense of community.
The Rodgera Hall Staff
Student Housing and Residence Programs

DAYTONA 1134/peraon tor 7 nights, $124
tor 6 nights. Stay beachfront In the heart el
SPRINO BREAK! call 1<00-—6-742S.

DONT KNOW WHAT TO GET YOUR LOVED
ONE FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY?
AFC YOU LOOKING FOR A GREAT GIFT AT

great
skills...

LOST: Pax ol glasses in blue case, please cal
352-3812.

Dont ruin your spring vacation because you're
too cheap to buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning ■ 352-7668

k\ \K K\ K\ K\ K\ K\ K\ K\ K\ K\ K\

WE LOVE OUR
NEW PLEDGES!!!
Christy Umfleet
Alicia Burge
Aimee Wendzicki
Kelda Clough
Allison Bennett
Angie Purmort
Margot Mustard

Classifieds
page ten

The BG News

continued from p. 9

Operation: MORE
Minority Career F.lr
W*dr>Md*y, February 1«h
100-500 PM-Grand Ballroom
■ring • Reeume • frlng • Fffandtt
Summer lobe • Permanent hire,
Intetrwhipe
2-2451 dstelM

AOM-AOH-AOM
H«y AOW-a, g« payefwd tor our
Take * Rid* on she mid Sid*
data party! Coming F*b. 10
AOH'AOM'AOII
AT OA HERS
Wodnooday - Sir**»
Thuraday ■ Th* Deling Gam*, during Karaok*
Friday 4 Saturday - Moan.tr.ak

ATTENTION MINORITY STUDENTS
Get FWady for Opereaon: MORE
t*iortty Career Fair
David Stanford Mi spook:
Monday. Fab. I2ti. 7pm. 112BA
Wow to get the MOST Irom a Job Far
ATTENTION MWORITY STUOENTS

PSYCHIC FAIR
Sun. F*b. 11 ai ih* Juncaon n BO.
Admloalon (1.00 or 11 SO tor couples
PSYCHIC FAIR
Sun. Fab. 11 at tie Junction In BQ.
Admlaaion |1.00 or II .50 tor couple.
PSYCHIC FAIR
Sun. Feb. 11 at M Junction In BQ.
Admlaaion 1100 or f 1.50 tor coupkM

ATTENTION MINORITY STUOENTS
G*i Roady torOparaaon: MORE
Mnority Career Fair
Com* gat a FREE Ftaauma OkAII
Com* g*< a FREE R**um* Dwkll
Com* gat a FREE Raaurna Dwkll
310 Sludent Sarvic**/2-2*5i details
ATTENTION M»*ORiTY STUOENTS

RUSH
SIGMA KAPPA

Rueh Sigma Kappa
The Slater* ol Sigma Kappa
would law to imtoyou
to our open houae on
Thura. Feb. 8 Irom 9-10pm
ai aw Siont Kappa Houae
Cueaaon. can 2-23*5
Rueh Sigma Kappa

lathing So**2S V 70% oil
Coke gi ate Connection 531 Ridge St.
CALL NOW
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRATTS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Last sesaion for M ntor portraits
Don't be Wft out ol your graduating
ctaw'a 1996 Key yearbook
Cal 372*500 no* to schedule a anting.

SEE BROWNE MARY TONIGHT AT EASY
STREETI
You can also bear tha riaiig group inwrvwwed
on 880AM Falcon Radto WFAL, Cable SO.

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
FEBRUARY SPECIAL - LARGE SPECIALTY
PIZZA FOR THE PRICE Of A MEDIUM. tMSPEONLY.

:

PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORDA
Join UAO on Spring Break to
$271 Hotai a Tranpaponaoon
US' Hotel Only
»124 due when you algn up
FINAL PAYMENT DUE 2-23-96
Signups© SAOolfice© 2 7164

CATCH THE SPIRIT'
RUSH GAMMA PHI BETA
Tu*a. Fab. 0.8 00-845 and 0X10-8:45
Thura Fob 0.800-8:45 and 9 00-9.45
THE SPIRIT NEVER DIES"

SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
LAST WEEK FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS
« you are graduasng in May or August call The
KEY yearbook office at 372-8086 now to
schedule your sitting. SO tee can b* charged
IVough the bursar.
SigKepSigKepSigKap
Congratulations loJulla Schneider
on being Sigma Kappa's Sister ol aw Weekl
You dM a great job with Rush I
Love. Your Siswrs
S.gKapSigKapS.gKap

Checker's Pub preMnts In. Linda's Karoka
■aery Sun., Tuo*.. Wed. *v*nmgs.

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND - SPRING BREAK
Why s*ta* tor a cramped hotel room? Sunchaae IV has spaoous 1.2. A 3 bedroom furnished condoa at altordabl* rale*. Deal direcdy
with on-aite management, not third party promoters. Great location, on the beach, A excellent amenreta. Special Rat**. 1 bdrm Seso (4
peopwy 2 bdrm 1050 (6 people)/ 3
Bdrm |i350 (8 people). Cal lot tree (800)
Ill-till.
Internet:
hrtpj/www ribno.net/tee*.

;i3(B.jn

Spring Break - Nassau/Parediea Island.
Cancun * Jarnalcatrom I2M. Air. Hotel, tranefers. parses. A morel Organized a amal group
A earn FREE trip * commissions! Cal
1-000-822-0321.
Spring Break Panama City Beach Florida Irom
109 per person per week. Tiki Beach Bar.
Huge Beachald* hot tub. Free information
1-000-4666828.
Spring Break On* Slop Shopping!!!
All destinations, most tour companies.
Tired ol eearchma every bulebn board?
Save TimeWCeJJm 352-8641 IDdeylll
SPRING BREAK a* With only 1 week to
HveJJONT BLOW ITII BOOK NOWII
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRCESI Florida •
Padre Hot. Bahama* 1351. eatmalea/Cancun 1399. Organise ■ groupTRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE UFO: SunSptaeh Tour* 1-600-O6-7710.
USGAUAOanoourageUatidena 10
perOOpate In 8w BOSU Town Meetings
w/President FWwau
101 01 scamp
TiwsF.be ©9pm '
VOCEYOUROPaNIONI
BE THE LEADERS OF THIS INSTITUTION!
USQ • USG • USG • USG
DISTRICT ONE SEAT AVAILABLEI
IF YOU LIVE M PROUT OR OFFENHAUE R
AND WANT TO MAKE DIFFERENCE
AT BGSU APPLY NOWI
APPLICATIONS ARE AVALABLE IM
406 STUDENT SERVICES
THE DEADLINE IS: THURSDAY, FEB. 1JTH
BY5:0OPU
USG'USG'USG'USG
USG-USQ-USG-USG
You can change th. race of BGSUI
Apply for 1908-1997
USG Preeldent. Vlce-Preeklent, or
At-Large Senator
•Pennon, tor candidacy sveilablo
Feb. 8 In 401 Studem Servlcae
'PerjDons due Feb. Mat 12 p.m.
in* 08 Student Servlcee
"Mandatory meeting for al canddaws
on aw 2nd floor lounge ol Student Sentose
on Feb. 14
Valentine Balloon Bouquet.
14.96 A up or singles ISO A up.
Heart boxers, shoe*, bears. Mugs. Cards.
etc Avoid aw rueh order now. Collegia*
Connection 531 Ridge St. 352 6333
VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIALS:
Room tor 2, in-room arrwnibea.
Call 352 4671 for details
BEST WE STEW FALCON PLAZA MOTEL.
Water magic - Swimming program addressing
adults leer ol the wear. Beginning Feb. 278i at
Sudani Rec Center. Tuae. A Thura. B-10pm, 8
classes Sign-up aval, al Rec Center. Cat
372-2711.
Women's Rugby Club:
" you are bwMMM In joining aw Club, please
come » the Field House Thursday night from
630-iOpm. Ready to practice.
Wool Sweeter* Close out Only 130. l week
only. JT Carryoul 405 Thurson.
Kindness is Contagious
A Highly Irtecsous
Any organization, student, (acuity member, or
staff person el BGSU or member of the community Inter** ted In pa/no pan ng In
RANDOM ACTS KINDNESS WEEKI
Feb. 12-18. Please contact KINONESS
Scon T. Mchaoiie, Representative
scc4t8Tv9bgneLbgsu.edu
(Thai's 3 rs)or cal 419-354-9725
•Practice Random Kindness and
Senseless Acts of Beauty.'
Any organization, student, faculty member, or
staff person at BGSU or member of Bw community tnterested in participating in helping Iw
victims ol aw BGSU Rodgers Dormitory lr* mcidont. Contact KINDNESS, call
419-352-0081.

WANTED
1-2 suWeasers. Large 1 bdrm. apt., tree heel
Rant 6330/rno. Call Megan 354-7086.
3-4 people. 3 bdrm. apt, rent negolabie.
J300(7| Good location. Call Megan 354-7066.
Female roommaw needed tor Fall "96 and/or
Spring "97. Good location and good pre.
, 353-9077 aak tor Rachel.

l-SOO-St/MOUS*
rcu mm mmotmmon A ntsmrau
!•*■*•)an at

Come to the Coffee Shop
For Music, Food, and Relaxation
Falcon's Nest

Thursday February 8th Spm-lOpm
Coffee and Pastries will be sold
For more info contact 2-7164

Needed 4 roommawe tor summer.
May 19 - Aug. 18 Cal either Jenny O
372 5013.

Summer business Are you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, low slart up coal, management raining. Earn up to 1600 par week. Vehicle req. Call Greenland Irrigation
1-800-361-4074

FOR RENT

Roommaw tor Wooswr SL House. May
•96-Mey «7. Aleowanwd. Subleeser for sum
mar of tS. 353-8815.

The Cleveland Yachong Club
Summer poainona al exclusive yachting dub.
Wll lain qualified candidates aa: servers, bussera. hoaVhoalM*, bartenders, dock attendants, groundskeepers A hleguerda. Training dew. May 10 thru 17th. Interview now for
beat poawonaWeda. thru Sun. 200 Yecht Club
Dr. Rocky River, OH 44116.216-333-1155.

704WFTHST.
CALL 353-3445

SUBLEASEI
Very large bedroom
JirtfUmonrh. Available now.
Call 353-2706

Toledo AuioAucaon
Pan-time help needed
Inquire al 9797 Freemont Pete In
Perryaburg. every day except VVedneeday

SubWaaer Wanted rnmedwielyi
Ji65/mo. Ckw* to campue. Largel Cal Joey
at 372-8107.

VOCATIONAL
RE HABITATION COUNSELOR
Community Mental Health Center serving person. who have a severe menial heeltfi disability ha* an opening tor one (1) fun-time Vocational Rehabinaton Counselor. Tins person
worka with a many agenciea. employers and
services. Assesses vocational needs, requeea
rwoaeaery diagnostic teeing evaluation tram
doctor*, develops Individual Written RehabiktaDon Plane, moniiora coneurrwrs progress, provide, counseling, career planning and nwJntaina awareness of individual and project
goal*.
EducaDon/Expenence: Must be Licensed aa a
Professorial Counselor (L PC.) by the Stale of
Ohio Counselor and Social Worker Board or
L.P.C. or C.R.C. eligible (Masters Degree In a
counseling field committed K> three (3) years
clinical auperviton under an L.P.C. or L.P.C.C.
and sitting tor the L PC exam and have one
(1) year of axperwnc* in vocaitonal rehaMneDon. Mutt have a valid drlvera license and reliable nneponanbn.
If inwreawd please send resume and cover letter by Friday. February 16, 1996 to: Samuel
Hancock Human Reeourcea Manager, Zepf
Community Mental Heelrh Center. 6805 W.
Central. TotedoOH 43617. EOE/l*F/HrV7

One female roommate needed. 3 bedroom
apartment. Rent |i65/mo.. uM. Call Megan at
364-7086.
Rmw. warned 98-97 echoory ear
It 70/mo. No uol. Own room. Aak tor Chrla or
Mercy 362-8724.

Subwaaar needed-Spring Semeewr. 109 1/2
N. Main SL Jl65/mo * alec. Across from
Tunedo. 353-3474.

HELP WANTED
I Cruise Ships Hirrvjl Student. Needed! »M.
Free Travel (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii1)
SeaaoneVPermanenL No Eiper. Necessary
Gde. 919-929-4398 Ml. 00173.
|100.000 FIRST YEAR commlseions poestte
We need recru.wn. trainer*, and managers.
24 hour recorded message. 1-600-289-5885.
11750 weekly possible mailing our circulars
No experience required. Begin now. For Intocal 301-308-1207.
250 Counselors I Instructors needed!
Private, coed summer camp in PoconoMaw.,
HE Penrwylvanta. Lohikan. Boi 234BG.
Kenrworth. NJ 07033(906) 27ft0998
SOO SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITY S IN
NY. PA. NEW ENGLAND. Chooee from over
40 camp. Instructors needed: Tennis, Basebal. Hockey, Rolwrblaoe. Soccer. Lacrosse.
Softbell. VoaeybeJI. Basketball, PE Mtaors. Education Majors. Gymnastic*. English Riding,
Lifeguard. WSI, Wawr-akimg. Sailing. Wind
surfing, Fitness. Archery. ML Biking. Pioneering, Rockcambing, Ropes. Dance. Piano Ac
companwsL Dramatica. Ceramics. Jewelry,
Woodshop, Photography. Radio. Nature. RN'a.
Chefs. Food Service. Adeno 1-800-443-8428:
518-433-8033
Alaska Student Jobsl Great SUI Thousand, of
lobs svaiiabia
Male/Female.
RcorrvBoerd/Tnviaport often provided. Great
Adventure. Gde. 919-9334)188 oil. A1073
Babysitting A light house keeping. School age
children. 2305:00pm. Man., Turn. A Wed.
Must be caring A responsible and have own
car, good driving record A referencea. Cal
Mary C352-8287.
CALL NOW
SENIOR PORTRAIT*
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORT RAITS
Don't look for a job be lore you have your
senior portrait taken. Cell 372-6066 now to
schedule a aiding. Last chence this year.
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
tOO poeatlonol Coed eummer camp. Pecono
Mine PA. Good ..Uryfllpol (906) 689-3338.
DOES EVERYONE COME TO YOU
WHEN THEY HAVE A QUESTION?
DO YOU L»XE KNOWING ABOUT THINGS
FIRST?
DO YOU LIKE TALKING TO PEOPLE?
If you answered yea to any ol awee oueeeons.
we have a Question lor you:
Want to work at Campus Fact Line?
Now hiring operators tor job* beginning In aw
fell. Open to freahmenand eophomoree.
Only 100 apolcabons avertable beg fit 8am
TOOAY. Office of Student Employment
For more Intormetion call
aw Office of Public Relatlona. 372-2616.
Graphic artist: An director tor commeriael printing, etc. leiiWe hour.. 20Avk, IkMibie
w/sohoolsoh*duW.I8mr.Cal419-471-OS11.
Home Health A«Jes Needed
tor FT&PT work Cal on
Duty Medical 8a-4p ©1-800-506-8773.
HOatETYPBTS
PC Users needed. $45,000 mcome pownuel
Call 1-800-513-4343E»LB-0849

Female roommaw needed tor '98-'97 school
year Cal Angw 354-5308.

Our firm is looking lor individual, who wan! to
gain comprehensive rrwnagement experience
next summer. Earn J6.ooo-Jio.000 per summer. Positions oveJabto throughout OH. Ml, M.
including Cleveland. Cokimbua. Youngsiown.
Cmonnati, and more. 800-687-1980

Mate or lamala aubwaaor from now until May.
l225-'mo. Cloee to campus Electric A phone
only Very race apt. Cal 353-3212

Put4n-Bay busirwea needs dreme sludents.
actors, and acaestes Great Pay. (419)
696-1118.

P/MM///M^^^^

msAmsmm

Thursday, February 8,1996

\\ In my book, SamB's,
my favorite BG restaurant,
deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eat between
Toledo & Columbus.^^

SPRING BREAK

wmmmmmwmmmmmtmMMMmi
KM INFO CALL
hltp://www.takeabreak.com

1 -800-95-BREAK
TAKE
A BREAK STUDENT TtAWI
I'tT.aCaruieaa.niiMW.r.i'jMuVM Pej *•**.

ATTuTEHTniON QSLBAHDmATTIK aTmnDLxaNirS

A.

M.T. Muggs
Friday ondSofurdoy ovcr2] $2
February 9rh and 10rh und® $3cover

1-800-258-7515.

FOR SALE
12 > 60 Hallmark mobile home, unique bemalded interior, sprayed ceiange, garden tub.
New furnace, water heater, floor inaulaoon.
and back door. Must tee mwrior to appreciate.
Asking teSOO. Only 10 mies from BQ, Lawn
dele. 168 (Woeon), 669-3010.
1986 reason Muime. Sunroof, hwy. miles,
leotoi great $750 or BO. 3SS-S022IncredibW Compuwr Deal' Macmloeh Color
Classic Slocked with useful software (Mrcoeofl
Word, Quark, Chessmasier 2000, Risk. A Sencity) AND HP Color Prinwr - All In perfcKt condum. Workp.oce.sing Workhonw - Have thw
aynpuWrandpnnwronyouroesk-TONIGHTI
lOOOVbeeL That la a swel - forget rxirroerlng a
compuwr egan. Cell Now 353-0328.
Mac Quadra 660AV. cpu only. 230 mg hard
drive, can oigiBre sound and video, aa Ml aa
record lo video. Some software. J600.
Pugh Moped. Low miles. $400. Call 01.
419-547-0050 after 6.00.
Printer. Epeon LO-510 24 pin. dot matrix.
Excelent Condilgn. S300.352-6687.

The Graduate College Professional Development
Program (CCPDP) m seeking highly motivated
individuals to serve ma Development leaders
for the 1996 program.
Development Leaders are responsible for assisting
incoming graduate students with the transition to
graduate school and the planning of departmental
programming during GCPDPs summer activities.
For more information, please contact your graduate
coordinator or the Director of graduate
programs in your department.
The Deadline for Applicants is February 20, 1996.

SIGN 1,12 MO. OR SUMMER LEASE

1 bdrm . ui. m ernel houae. Near campus.
Call Kevw 353-4616.
1 bedroom apt. All utjiwespert.
Close to campus. Aug.-Aug.
J35uVmonth 352-5475

2 bedroom apt. All uolitiea paid.
Ctoae lo campue. May-May. J435mw.

3525475
2 ROOMS M BG FOR GRADUATE STU
DENTS. SHARE LARGE HOUSE, FIRE, PLACES. OUIET. UM PER leONTH « UTsUTES. CALL 352-5623. LEAVE MESSAGE.
3534325' Cany Rental*
Apartments tor 96-97 school year
300 block of E. Merry. 9.12.1S month
636 5th St 3 beds, t bam, 1750 plus urj.
319 1/2 Ridge t bad, 1 bath, 1275 plus usaisee. CelJohnFroboee 352-0392.
APT. SUBUA8CR NEEDED H4MEDUTELYI
JtTO.OOrMO.
CAU.1-*lM»3-20MOR1-ai6-m-l6»0
Efflc.il2bdrm.aen. In houaea.
12 mo. IsastS only starting In May. Slave
Smtm36J-60l7,(nocaWaf»r9<>0pm).
Houses, 1 4 2 bedroom Furnished spot
I year. 9 month, and summer leases
Call 352 7454
Need Female Subla*aar tor summer. Own
Room. H50Vmo.utjl. May - Aug Call Denote
362-4779.
Now Avwlabkv 1 bdrm. torn. A unfum. apta
Cozy cottagecharm. 1 block from campus.
FREE gas heel, water, sower Pets permitted.
Call Newiov* Denials 352-5620 (Our only of«ce)
One bedroom epertment
AVAILABLE NOW
Cell 354-6800
Subwaaar needed immedwwfy Cloee to LIT
campus. $i7S/mo. .u«. Aval now* June. 1
mo FREE RENT. Cell Denele 352-4779.

VALENTINES

VALENTINE'S DAY LOVE NOTES
Let your valenttrw know
hew much you caret
Look tor the order torm In
TODAY'S BGNEWSII
DEA0LME:Frl.Feb.9
PUBLICATION: Wed. .Fab 14

Spnng Break Spedak) Cancun A Jernaical
111% Loweat Price Gue/anteel 7 f*gnu Air A
Howl From S429I Save 1100 On FoooVLrlnks!
hup://www.sprlngbreaklravel.com
1-80X1-6766386
Spring Break Bahama* Party Cniael 7 Day*
J279I Includes is Meals A 6 Free Pe/Sosl
Greet Beeches/Nightlifol Leaves From Ft
Lauderdalei
htDyAvww.apringbreaktravel.com
1-600-6766368.
Spnng Break! Panama City! 8 Days Room With
Kitchen Si 191 Walk To Beal Bars! 7 Nigha In
Key West J259I Cocoa Beach Hilton (Great
BeaoheeNear Disney) J18BI Daytona J139!
http.//www.sprlngbreaktravel.com
1-6006766386

Highland
Industries
Graduate
Rentals
Well take
care of you
Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

Thf Tolein fllnjr RfHauraM Critic

146 North Main Bowling Green

Wanted 100 Studenul
Lo** 8-100 Us. Newrmataboeam
technolOBy.ltoali2lba.in3wks.
Guaranteed Reeufla. 136-50 MC/Vlaa

LOOKI

Great
Amenities:
A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. maint.

When Old Man Winter Is
Knocking At Your Ooor And
The Chill Runs Through Your
Body
ARBORS OF BOWLING
GREEN
Can Add A Lot Of Sunshine
To Your Lifel

Warm up to These
Brand New Features:
• Beautiful New, Fully
Equipped Kitchen With
Dishwasher
• Washer & Dryer Hookups
• Decorative Mini Blinds
• New Central Air
Conditioning
• Economical Gas Heating
& Cooking
• Garage With Opener
Available
1 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Town Home
3 BR Town Home^

5 sites to
choose from:
Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzie Rentals
The Farm

Call Today!
354-6036

Ar6ors qf'BowGng Qrun
3«0 Colony Lane
Bowling Green
(Adjacent lo Wal-Mart, off S. Main
StJ
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HOM€ FALCON UJOMCN'S BASKCTBfllL SflTURDflV 7:30 PM -vs. OHIO!
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